What can you see in Marbach's literature museums?

Aesthetic processes of production and experience and their historical and linguistic conditions lie at the heart of the exhibitions of the German Literature Archive. Literature is not a phenomenon that is restricted to the book or to a single perspective. In fact, it is a living phenomenon precisely, because it allows many perspectives and can appear in all kinds of different media.

So visitors to the exhibitions will find themselves getting to grips with all kinds of things - texts, manuscripts, letters, photos, films, sound recordings, everyday objects and works of art from the archive, but also objects - created especially for the exhibitions - by reading and writing themselves. This individual creative approach not only enables a new view of literary texts and their traces, but also helps scholars to research aesthetic processes more closely and so to understand them better.
Contact

Deutsches Literaturarchiv Marbach
Museums
Schillerhöhe 8-10
71672 Marbach
Telephone +49 (0) 7144 / 848-601
Telefax +49 (0) 7144 / 848-690
Email museum@dla-marbach.de

Further Contacts

Information for visitors about the Coronavirus

Contact:
Chris Korner
Email: coronavirus@dla-marbach.de

Press Contact:
Alexa Hennemann
Email: presse@dla-marbach.de

Opening Hours

Tuesday-Sunday:
10:00 a.m.-6:00 p.m.
Closed on Mondays except on public holidays.

The museums’ shop and the café at the Schiller National Museum are open at the same time.
• Preise Museumsführungen und Workshops
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